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Jimi Karttunen, a Finnish citizen, for whom a "natural" death was arranged by joint forces in Finnish
medical care, to avoid spending tax payers' money gratuitously under the guise of a post-traumatic
metabolic reaction, which was interfered with in the medical care side in every possible way

Jimi Karttunen's case has raised similar indications from the information given to the news about the
unjust actions performed by the medical care, ignoring the patient's rights, as what the medical care
is also guilty of with regard to mental health patients, which is already approaching a national
cleansing, if it were even a little bigger.

This action by psychiatry, where it blames its patients at the same time as it feeds them compounds
like rat poison, which are behind all the school deaths in Finland and the perpetrators who shock the
community, the suicides of these patients are more the desired outcome of medical treatment for
which they are preparing problem citizens who simply cannot be drawn to be led by the University of
Turku and medical To the Holy Grail, i.e. to the human rat business, which act as the natural resources
of medicine, being more valuable than gold measured by weight to the academic careers of
professors at the University of Turku.
https://yle.fi/a/3-12433977

POST-TRAUMAMETABOLIC REACTION FROMWHICH KARTTUNE DIED
Jimi Karttunen suffered a brain hemorrhage or some kind of brain injury from a jump kick at the
station square in September 2016. A week later, the person felt unwell and called the emergency
number, after which he lost consciousness. He was found the next day unconscious on the floor
among jars of rivatril. Because of this, in Meilahti, he was treated as a poisoning patient, as a result of
which antibodies to several drugs were "pumped" into him.

Medical staging
If we look at what Jari Aarnio did on the side of the police and what all is an unexplored field, how
many innocent problem citizens are in our country's prisons when the criminal investigations focused
100% only on Aarnio's drug barrels and illegal businesses with the tipster Keijo Vilhusen than if it had
focused on the people staged by the police.

All of the medical treatment is like something from Jari Aarnio's diary, and I could swear to Minna
Pass's abilities that the first aid itself applied the prescription drugs it prescribed in the victim's
apartment when he was lying on the floor unconscious due to a post-trauma metabolic reaction.

A lawyer's dirty murder in a nursing home
Finnish medical care where it is possible to murder problem citizens from spending the state elite's
money with lawyer-like dirty interpretations of the law whose real purpose is the complete opposite
of what the real purpose of the laws should be.

https://yle.fi/a/3-12433977
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Karttunen, who was appropriately treated as a poisoning patient, even though he was having a post-
traumatic metabolic reaction that should have been supported in intensive care so that his body
could survive this reaction. Completely contrary to the ultimate existence of medical care, antidotes
to all poisons were pumped into Karttus just to be sure. Leif Sevoni-like legal interpretations, which
were once the basic pillars of our rule of law, are today only opinionated interpretations of Maija
Lindgren's Tupu Tupuna, in the name of which dictatorships are carried out in our country, in the
name of democracy, of course. These actions actually interfered with the metabolic reaction that was
going on in him and unlike being done by a layman, being done by professional personnel and actually
being informed of where this action is going makes it murder.
https://fi.wikipedia.org/wiki/Helsingin_Asema-aukion_pahoinpitely

This post-trauma metabolic reaction can be found in Chapter 2 of the Traumatology book.
Kröger,H.,Aro,H.,Böstman,O.,Lassus,J.,Salo,J. 7. täysin uudistettu paino 2010. Traumatologia.
Kanditaattikustannus Oy ja toimituskunta. ISBN 978-951-8951-21-9

Medical treatment that smears its patients
It was reported about Karttus that he had left the department numerous times and used drugs
classified as drugs in the department. It is really outrageous for the medical care to leak this kind of
stigmatizing information about the patient to the press, because they themselves are directly forcing
these new-age drugs on our country's mental health patients, and the use of the word drug is only
distinguished by a doctor's prescription. Karttunen obviously couldn't have taken any more different
"drugs" than what our country's medical care has possibly even given to Ylivieska's church arsonist, or
force-fed to problem citizens in mental hospitals using compulsory treatment laws. These modern
conversion drugs are talked about very positively in the advertisements of Yle's propaganda machine,
which is justified by the fact that the majority of people take these drugs. When it comes to medical
responsibilities, these drugs work in a negative context, which is used to avoid one's own medical
responsibilities and to shift the responsibilities to the patient. They would have leaked out now that
"it was also smoking outside"

Karttunen, who was reported to have left the hospital several times, is more the cause of the medical
care itself when they leave these problem citizens to fend for themselves in the hospital. Secondly,
this kind of reporting on the bureaucratic nature of medical care always tells about its true purposes.
This news reports that our hospital is a prison-like facility where the patient should be treated in a
bureaucratic manner.

In the case of Karttusen, we do not get to interview how he has been treated in the medical care, but
if we look at the treatment of patients blackened with mental health diagnoses in our country in our
medical care, they receive almost 90% provocative treatment together with medical treatment, in
which case they commit acts that shock the community as a result of being medicated by the medical
care. Because of this, it is not too farfetched to suspect that Karttusen's leaving the hospital was a
case of belittling and discarding the patient, to which he of course reacted by leaving based on bad
treatment.

https://fi.wikipedia.org/wiki/Helsingin_Asema-aukion_pahoinpitely
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The biggest reason for Karttusen's leaving the hospital was the treatment he received from the
medical care side, where he may have been intentionally abandoned in the hospital and no one has
maintained patient contact with him so that he could feel welcome in the hospital.

First aid arrival at Karttunen's
The person called the emergency number, which probably informs the hospital that an ambulance is
needed. The ambulance will come the next day. In the end, this kind of "just following the law"
performance is not even close to situations where you really want to help the patient.

If at this point it is decided to delay a bit and then when you get to the hospital, even though I am not
like a layman, then it is decided to pump several antibodies to this cerebral hemorrhage patient, so
you can't help but wonder! If this person had post-trauma metabolic reactions in the body, which
should not be interfered with under any circumstances but should be supported in their functioning,
then at least the pumping of antibodies does not support anything. Traumatology chapter 2.
Kröger,H.,Aro,H.,Böstman,O.,Lassus,J.,Salo,J. 7. täysin uudistettu paino 2010. Traumatologia.
Kanditaattikustannus Oy ja toimituskunta. ISBN 978-951-8951-21-9
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POLICE ACTIVITIES IN THE INVESTIGATION OF AUTHORITY CRIMES
In the cases that I have become familiar with based on the news, there are clear indications of the
reluctance of the Finnish police to investigate cases using their own expertise and to take advantage
of the cooperation of the authorities in relation to the cases.

Although the Finnish police investigated the actions of the medical care due to Karttusen's death, its
investigations did not lead to anything, which is quite clear when it comes to these cases where an
authority investigates the possible culpability of another authority in relation to procedures where a
patient dies under uncertain circumstances. Because the hospital, Valvira and the cause of death
investigation are unnecessarily close to each other, it is very doubtful whether we will get truthful
results depending on, for example, Karttusen's case from his doctor, who may have been somehow
involved in arranging Karttusen's natural death, because the Finnish authorities' supervision is
completely behind the scenes, the authorities' supervision is only nominal if we consider, for example,
the corrupt members of the University of Turku professors' activities in our country and the treatment
of these second-class citizens in our medical care, who operate in an area completely free from police
criminal investigation, and Valvira is full of "own friends".

For mental health patients, these "Karttusen"-like investigations by the police are very typical
procedures, which are also very familiar to Dr. Lauerma, excellence and ignorance are used as needed.
When it comes to responsibilities, our doctors throw themselves completely incomprehensible with
their "something inexplicable has happened" statements. Having familiarized myself with medical
science, I do not believe in the lack of understanding of any doctor, but the background of these
misunderstandings is always staging or some other malpractice or unfair action, which is avoided with
this lack of understanding. Just like in the case of Karttusen, where I highly doubt that a natural death
was arranged for him at such a convenient time with the doctors and a few members of the medical
staff. Of course, excellence is used when you really want to push through something like what you
have acquired in our society, and the use of this excellence is best seen when you look at the kind of
dominance that medical care has gotten itself into in our society when it seeks out from the courts its
innocent clients, their slandered clients of psychiatry, on the basis of fictitious illnesses, which with
the greatest in part, they are all due to the drugs given to these diseases. Nursing has pushed itself
into the role of a cookie-cutter church in our society with its own, almost inexplicably great scientific
excellence, but it has begun to use this confidential position of power in the form of the roles of
hangman, judge and con man without any citizen noticing.

The benefits of Karttusen's death for the authorities with the help of medical care
Because Karttunen's death is associated with a lot of uncertainty regarding treatment. In the news,
you can read possible staging situations, indifference in medical care towards the patient, and I'm not
surprised at all when I look at the patient's history. If this person was allowed to die on purpose even
though he could have been saved, who benefits?
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Authority benefit
At the moment, the result of Karttunen's death was that the reasons for the death in the public
domain were entirely the responsibility of the person who fired. However, the person who fired got a
big "discount" in court because the victim had left the hospital (due to possible provocation or
something else) against the advice of the medical staff, which is hard to believe due to other cases in
the country.

The authorities now got a handle on the abolition of negative organizations, which is also good in my
opinion, but under such a fog curtain that leaves such big doubts over the medical care about
neglecting the patient's care, which leads to death and benefits the authorities in this way. Based on
other unclear cases and personal experiences in the country, this claim may very well be true, which
would need impartial criminal investigators.

Was Karttusen's death intentional on the part of the medical care, because it really caused the
organization represented by Torniainen to be closed down due to Karttusen's death, which, however,
is more the fault of the Finnish medical care by denying Karttusen high-quality and good care, than
the death being Torniainen's fault?? The Finnish hospital only finished what Torniainen started in the
station square. Having investigated these cases, Torniainen's movement could very well be revived on
the condition that the hospital ceases the activity that raises such great doubts about the legality and
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responsibility of its operation in respect of patient rights, even if it is a drug user that is expensive to
society, because the boundary conditions for the operation of these organizations are however well
defined in society and these persons can do almost as much damage in society with their own
ideology, unlike the medical staff and especially (Ekelund, Lauerma, Korkeila, Karlsson, Hietala,
Salokangas) because they do not have the opportunity to exercise power characteristic of
authorities/doctors/researchers, or the actual opportunities to influence the attitudes of our society
with their research results in the direction of their own ideals very minimal. In the ranks of these
extreme right-wing organizations, you rarely see our country's politicians or Ekelund, even though his
actions in the field of Finnish medical care are closer to the ideals of these organizations, real and
proven actions to eliminate a certain subset of society using medical science, which is the root cause
of the organization represented by Torniainen, and what Ekelund and his own tribe accomplishes
100% of mental health problems on behalf of. And where he is developing it with his research worries
me much more than the school killings in our country and the existence of extremist organizations in
our society. These cases only make Jari Aarnio look almost like a benefactor to the dark side of
medical treatment compared to what Ekelund and his own tribe pilot, who conducts university-level,
semi-false dissertations on staged mental illnesses to cover up the truth of what is possibly hidden
under these mental illnesses and mental hospitals.

Therefore, Ekelund's actions are very similar to the movement promoted by Torniainen, which
represents Hitler's Nazi supremacy, which also included the medicine that Josef Mengele piloted with
his own tribe on Jews just like Ekelund, Lauerma, Korkeila, Karlsson, Hietala, Salokangas in Turku
when they carry out a social cleansing operation with blackened mental patients in our country .

Medical benefit
Finnish medical care was removed from society, from the point of view of a "worse citizen" in a way
that would be the fault of the person who fired. In other words, the medical care looked at a situation
where it could have saved one person from dying. If this were true, this could already be called
murder. The persons who were involved with Karttus in terms of child care and who had a caring
relationship with this person should be put under criminal investigation and found out if they were
guilty of murder.
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Legal killing by medical care
As far as I myself have familiarized myself and studied the matter, medical care is of course constantly
dealing with death and for them it can be a very routine process in the cycle of life, but the
development and development of such activities and competences can only be possible in very closed
conditions and as an investigative journalist my eyes are firmly on the Hannu Lauerman prison mental
hospital. Jari Aarnio has been a good example of turning the police to the wrong side of the year, and
this operation of the prison mental hospital in Turku must receive a tough criminal investigation in
order to find out the activities carried out in the institution. Just like oath-keepers in democratic
societies, the leaders of institutions like this should also be given the strictest continuous working
hours on earth, because this kind of work atmosphere changes people, and that is true, and the drug
unit in Helsinki is the best example.

I have been in e-mail contact with the management of the VTH prison mental hospital regarding
patient meetings, also bringing up my doubts about these places in e-mail, and the answers have
been really short sentences, which only raise doubts that all the wrongdoing in these institutions can
possibly be carried out within the closed walls.

VALVIRA'S OPERATIONS IN FINLAND
Karttuse's own view of the medical treatment was to make sure that this person would experience a
natural death due to the metabolic reactions after the trauma, and indeed, the tenth performance
here came from the medical care perspective. When the boys of VALVIRAN, together with the KRP's
tin policemen, are still watching this activity with blank eyes, of course the question arises that what
is the actual purpose of this institution in Finland, other than to collect taxpayers' money for nothing,
when they don't even respond to any of the complaints that I have sent there. Complaints related to
the actions of Ekelund, Salokangka, Lauerman, Hietala, Karlsson, Korkeila in our country and where
they are taking it under the guise of their own research results, with the help of which a selected
group of Finnish psychiatrists can stage imaginary mental illnesses for their desired patients with drug
treatment that is supported by the research results of these corrupt researchers on staged patients.

Valvira's operation in Finland is more to create a false image of official supervision that nothing illegal
happens, even though behind the facades a cleaning operation of problem citizens is carried out
through medical treatment.
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